A Legacy With a

RESEARCH IS THE FUTURE

HUGE IMPACT

Over the course of the coming weeks, we will present our spring campaign launched in
partnership with BMO under the theme “The Future of Research”.

Your latest news from
the Cancer Research
Society
— Spring • 2021

AS OF APRIL 13TH, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DISCOVER SOME OF
THE WOMEN WHO RECEIVED A GRANT FROM THE SOCIETY AND
WHO HAVE BEEN CONTRIBUTING TO OUTSMARTING CANCER IN
A CONCRETE MANNER EVER SINCE.

• A Legacy With a Huge Impact
• New Partnership
• The Andy and Léna Chabot Research Fund
• Research is the Future
• Scotiabank’s 2021 Charity Challenge
• 2019-2020 Annual Report

This campaign seeks to help female researchers at the beginning of their careers so that they
receive the support that they need to transition to a position at a Canadian university or research
centre.

Many people choose to offer a hopeful gift by giving future generations a world where cancer is a thing of the past. That’s what
Catherine T. decided to do.

RESEARCH
is the KEY
If there’s one thing that the current pandemic
has shown us, it’s the importance, and most
especially the power, of research. In just a
few months, a number of vaccines to counter
the effects of COVID-19 were developed and
marketed.
Investing in cancer research is the key that
allows us to make scientific advances and
promising breakthroughs. That’s why at the
Cancer Research Society we are unrelenting in our mission
to support research for all types of cancer. The research projects that we finance are evaluated by committees of researchers and doctors and have significant impacts throughout
the country. Thanks to your generous donations, you are
contributing to paving the way for new approaches to
fighting cancer.
Thank you for helping us continue our mission, have a
wonderful spring!
Manon Pepin
President and Chief Executive Officer

Greatly affected by cancer throughout her entire life, for her it
was of the utmost importance to support research. She therefore decided to make a donation to the Cancer Research Society
in her will so that a specific amount would be donated to the
Society each year.
The money given to the Society has been used during the campaigns to triple donations. Each donation made by our donors
was tripled up to Catherine’s annual donation. She has inspired
thousands of donors and enabled us to raise $4 million
through this initiative.
Catherine’s legacy has had a huge impact on research.

New

PARTNERSHIP

The contest will award up to 6 grants valued at $225,000 for a
two-year period. Researchers interested in presenting a research
project are invited to do so online on the Society’s website:
cancerresearchsociety.ca

The ANDY AND LÉNA

CHABOT

Research Fund
Andy Chabot, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Cancer Research
Society from 2008 to 2017, and a cancer survivor himself, decided to express his
gratitude to the scientific community that saved his life.
With his daughter Léna, he created The Andy and Léna Chabot Research
Fund, with the goal of contributing to advancing cancer research through a
research grant offered to undergraduate students living in Canada. Since 2018,
four grants have been awarded.
To learn more about the Fund and how to contribute, visit our website.

The 2019-2020 Annual Report is now available for you to consult, so that you can learn more about our activities and our financial results.
2020 was a landmark year for all of us due to COVID-19. Our donors’ great generosity allowed us to make up for the losses incurred by cancelling or
postponing several events. We are indeed so very proud to have been able to maintain our competitions and to have honoured our commitments
which represent an annual investment of $15 million.
Learn more by reading our 2019-2020 Annual Report.

We would also like to thank our BMO Bank of Montreal partner for their support in this
campaign.

The Society and Ovarian Cancer Canada, in partnership with
OvCan, are proud to jointly launch a competition to fund some
of Canada’s most promising research projects into ovarian
cancer. These projects are likely to have a significant impact on
the prognoses of women afflicted with ovarian cancer, help them
to improve their quality of life and extend their survival.

To learn more about legacy gifts, contact:
Réginald Godin
rgodin@src-crs.ca
514 861-9227 #248

2019-2020
ANNUAL REPORT

Scotiabank’s 2021
CHARITY
CHALLENGE

75 Years
of

Serving
Cancer
Research

2019-2020

Annual Report

With spring at our doorstep, it is the perfect time for lacing
up our sneakers and running or walking for the cause!
Whether you are looking to take up a challenge or for an
activity for the whole family, there are so many ways you
can move!
Choose your challenge now and complete it between
April 23rd and June 14 th, 2021.
Click here to register and don’t forget to join the Cancer Research Society’s team so that you can take part along with us!
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